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ABSTRACT 

This document examines 37 different commercial recordings of the Hummel 

Trumpet Concerto’s First Movement by calculating their rhythmic phrasing and tempos 

using Avid’s Pro Tools to create a tempo map for each performance.  By creating a 

tempo map as described in the step-by-step guide in this paper, each performance can be 

defined by a series of fluctuations in tempo, both perceptible and imperceptible, that 

allow a clearer understanding and visual representation that can then be studied, imitated, 

or compared to other performances.  The contents of this document serve two purposes: 

(1) to describe the complete methodology for creating and plotting tempo data and (2) 

providing a sample analysis of the Hummel to demonstrate the capabilities of this 

process.  Data collected for this project includes beat-by-beat tempo analysis, mean BPM, 

standard deviation, tempo change by beat, head-to-head tempo differences between all 

performers, average tempo by beat for all performers, and average tempo change by beat 

for all performers.  

This document addresses the question of how to help a student learn to play with 

natural musicality.  By accurately defining and visualizing a professional’s rhythmic 

phrasing, a student can develop an understanding of appropriate musical pacing and use 

this information to create their own personal interpretations.  Through studying the 

Hummel, it has been concluded that although there are many differences between 

performers, there are certain places in the music where the tempo fluctuations are 

virtually all in agreement.  These locations also reveal a preference for tempo increases on 

beat 2 and tempo decreases on beats 1 and 4.  The results from the data analysis show 

potential for this type of work to indicate proper performance practice for an analyzed 

work’s genre and time period.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this document is to provide all readers with the tools necessary to 

begin to discover different ways to phrase musical examples through a technological 

analysis.  While the idea was birthed out of desire to help younger students, musicians of 

all ages and experience levels will benefit from the content, ideas, and analysis provided.  

How does one play musically?  Furthermore, how does one instruct their student to play 

musically?  This was the very question that I found myself faced with as a young student 

during my undergraduate degree.  One of the most common comments that I would 

receive from teachers was that “while the notes and rhythms were all correct, the 

phrasing does not sound natural and is not in the appropriate style.”  I found this to be 

incredibly frustrating and excluding a few helpful books that I will discuss later, a 

seemingly fruitless endeavor.  Then, during the second semester of my Master of Music 

degree at the Cleveland Institute of Music, a solution began to take shape.  During a 

residency with Mark Gould, a current Juilliard professor and former co-principal trumpet 

of the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra, Mr. Gould gave me two vital suggestions that 

eventually led me to this project.  First, in his masterclass, he told our trumpet studio that 

we should not listen to these great trumpet artists as ‘fans’.  But rather, we should listen 

intently with the goal of really hearing what they are doing.  Then, we can understand how 

they play the way that they do and in time would be able to perform in the same manner 

as the professionals.  Second, in my private lesson with Mr. Gould, he quickly pointed out 

that my Charlier etude sounded out of character whereas my excerpt from the Tomasi 

Concerto was much more believable.  After explaining to him my long-time struggle with 
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understanding how to phrase certain pieces musically, he confidently responded, here’s 

what you need to do.  Go find great musicians outside of the trumpet, such as vocalists 

and cellists.  Get a copy of their score and follow along to start to understand how they 

phrase.  Then you’ll start to see.1  Heeding his advice, I came across a recording of 

Jacqueline du Pré performing Elgar’s Cello Concerto.2  Upon my first listen while 

following along with the score, I was amazed at some of the liberties she took during her 

performance.  As a result, I found it to be one of the most moving performances that I 

had heard.  Based on this experience, I have begun developing an analysis technique that 

allows anyone to take a closer look at a performer’s phrasing from a rhythmic perspective 

by creating a tempo map.  A tempo map is created in Avid’s software Pro Tools and plots 

the Beats Per Minute (BPM) of a performance at any point based on the input from the 

user.  It is most often used when musicians play with a click track while needing the 

flexibility to input tempo or meter changes based on the music being performed.  For my 

purposes, I used a tempo map to create a beat-by-beat analysis of 37 different commercial 

recordings of the Hummel Trumpet Concerto to gain a better understanding of the 

rhythmic pacing and phrasing from these professional musicians.  From there, one can 

better understand the musical decisions that were made as well as incorporate those 

performance tempos into their own practice.  

Included in this document you will find a complete step-by-step guide to creating 

a Tempo Map, a Literature Review of similar material, my corpus of 37 commercial 

                                                           
1 This has been paraphrased based on my memory and personal notes taken days after the 
lesson, because it was many years ago. 
2 Edward Elgar, Cello Concerto No. 2 in D, Op. 101, Jacqueline du Pré, In A Lasting 
Inspiration, EMI Classics 7243 5 65955 2 1, CD, released 1996. 
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recordings of the Hummel Trumpet Concerto, Excel data entry, my observations based 

on the Excel data, and my conclusions and suggestions for further research and additional 

avenues for my analysis techniques.  Additionally, I would like to acknowledge that my 

analysis primarily deals with tempos.  While dynamics, tone quality, and quality of 

recording certainly play a factor in the full listening experience, those attributes are 

beyond the scope of this paper. 

While the ability to maintain a steady tempo throughout a performance is a 

desirable trait, it often leads to stale performances that are less interesting for the listener.  

These fluctuations allow the music to not only breath but to have a certain ‘life’ factor 

that creates interest in the performance.  In the 37 Hummel performances that I analyzed, 

I discovered 37 different versions of how to play the phrases.  Within this paper, I seek 

not to crown one performer better than the other, but instead want to present each as a 

viable possibility from which to build your own interpretation upon.  There are certain 

performances that I enjoy more than others, but I have come to appreciate everyone’s 

interpretation and understand personal preference plays a role in selecting favorites.  For 

this reason, I will be presenting all of my observations in as unbiased a manner as 

possible.  By sticking strictly to just the data, hopefully I will give the reader an 

opportunity to make their own decision as they develop their own musical phrasing 

language and begin to create interpretations of their own performances.  This is not to 

say that one should not select a favorite performance.  Discovering the intricacies of a 

favorite performance can be very revealing as to the types of musical gestures that speak 

to you personally and can contribute to more honest and authentic performances.  
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

As previously stated, this document intends to provide a guide to help others 

utilize a new method of tempo analysis to better understand and potentially incorporate 

the interpretative timings of other performers.  When looking for similar projects and 

resources, there is no literature providing this specific guide.  The most unique aspect of 

this project is my use of Pro Tools as an analytical tool rather than as a recording and 

mixing platform.  This allows for a good visual representation of a performers’ tempo 

over time.  This is accomplished by looking at the tempo ruler bar graph that is created, 

as well as the BPM value that can be automatically calculated.  Most examples in other 

works utilize a durational analysis in seconds, which, while still useful in conveying their 

purpose, seeing BPM values allows a performer to immediately understand the indicated 

speed and is more relatable to his or her experience as a musician.  Furthermore, my use 

of Excel through conditional formatting and color-coding provide a better way to view, 

understand, and interpret the tempo data.  Of the similar literature available, most suffer 

from a poorly conveyed graphical representation of their tempo or timing values. 

Musicality 

One component of this research involves the idea of musicality.  Since this 

project deals with creating interpretations and using subtle tempo manipulations to 

enhance musical affect, it is appropriate to address a few of the books that address the 

concept.  Some books on this topic are Note Grouping by James Morgan Thurmond,3 An 

                                                           
3 James Morgan Thurmond, Note Grouping, (Camp Hill, Pennsylvania: JMT Publications, 
1982). 
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Understandable Approach to Musical Expression by Kenneth Laudermilch,4 and Sound in Motion 

by David McGill.5 All three of these books can be traced back to the former principal 

oboist in the Philadelphia Orchestra, Marcel Tabuteau.  An Understandable Approach to 

Musical Expression is written in a very easy to comprehend style with a high number of 

musical examples in which the reader can immediately put into practice.  In Thurmond’s 

Note Grouping, dealing with large concepts such as the importance of arsis and thesis 

emphasis as well as how to handle barlines gives the reader a wealth of ideas to 

implement into their own musical performances right away.6  Lastly, Sound in Motion is 

similar to Note Grouping,7 but provides a more modern and comprehensive approach.  

Published in 2009, it reads much more naturally than Note Grouping and even addresses a 

wider range of concepts including “Breathing,” “What is Line,” and “Auditioning.” In 

addition, McGill discusses many topics related specifically to wind musicians. 

Tempo  

In the Christopher M. Johnson’s article, “Effect of Rubato Magnitude on the 

Perception of Musicianship in Musical Performance,” subjects were played six recordings 

of a cellist performing Johann Sebastian Bach’s Suite No. 3 in C major, BWV 1009: Bourrée 

I while ranging from no rubato to four times the original rubato.  After listening, the 

subjects were asked to rank the recordings from the most musical performance to the 

least.  The results showed a clear preference for the original rubato model and up to 

                                                           
4 Kenneth Laudermilch, An Understandable Approach to Musical Expression, (Galesville, MD: 
Meredith Music Publications, 2000). 
5 David McGill, Sound in Motion: A Performer's Guide to Greater Musical Expression, 
(Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2007). 
6 Thurmond, Note Grouping, 27-33. 
7 McGill, Sound in Motion.; Thurmond, Note Grouping. 
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double the amount of rubato, while the least preferred example was the two examples 

with little to no rubato and the example with the most, four times the original rubato.8 

In Tobias Matthay’s book from the early 20th century, Musical Interpretation, I found 

a particularly interesting way to express the use of rubato.  As in my Tempo Data Chart, 

there is only one example of five consecutive tempo shifts in the same direction.  It is a 

rarity to not quickly correct the tempo shift back in all of the performances I analyzed.  

For this reason, it may an interesting idea to pursue a way to display my tempo data as a 

“Time-Curve” as in Figure 2.1.  The flat, horizontal line represents the Tempo outline 

with the curved line representing performance rubato and the Time-bending and 

swerving as Tobias Matthay describes.  This closely resembles my Pro Tools Tempo 

Maps’ tempo ruler bar graphs, but the tempo ruler does lack an average horizontal line 

that could be represented to show the current beat’s tempo in relation to the mean.9 

 
Figure 2.1 Tempo-Curve graph from Musical Interpretation, pg. 63 

After looking at all of the analyzed Hummel data, I concluded that small variation 

in performances are to be expected and should be celebrated.  While searching for similar 

                                                           
8 Christopher M. Johnson, “Effect of Rubato Magnitude on the Perception of 
Musicianship in Musical Performance,” Journal of Research in Music Education Vol. 51, No. 2 
(Summer, 2003), 115-123. 
9Tobias Matthay, Musical Interpretation: Its Laws and Principles, and their Application in Teaching 
and Performing (Boston, Mass.: The Boston Music Company, 1913), pg. 63. 
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research, I discovered Ronald Bruce Mayhall’s D.M.A. dissertation, “Tempo fluctuation 

in the Romantic Era as revealed by nineteenth century sources and applied to selected 

choral compositions.” Though the title of this dissertation sounds unrelated to my 

project, in the Philosophies of Tempo Fluctuation chapter, I found several quotations 

that are appropriate representations of the results that I have begun to see in my data.  In 

a quote by C.P.E. Bach from 1753, he addresses the question on how to move an 

audience as a musician:  

A musician cannot move others unless he too is moved.  He must of necessity 
feel all of the affects he hopes to arouse in his audience, for the revealing of his 
own humor will stimulate a like humor in the listener.  In languishing, sad 
passages the performer must languish and grow sad.  Thus will the expression of 
the piece be more clearly perceived by the audience…10 

 
Later in the Philosophies of Tempo Fluctuation chapter, Mayhall inserts a 

quotation from Gustav Mahler that confirms that the occurrence of so many different 

tempo variations in my data.  If there was one correct way to play the Hummel that never 

changed, I do not believe over 50 versions of the concerto would exist.  Mahler, in 

addressing a question about his changing tempi states: 

What makes it even harder to play under me, and what people complain about, is 
that I cannot bring myself to take the same tempi time after time.  I would be 
bored to death if I constantly had to take a work down the same monotonous 
beaten track.11 

 
Lastly, the data points to not only a wide-variety of performances, but some that 

are significantly different than others.  Similarly, Mahler was heard performing Beethoven 

in unexpected ways and people began to ask questions.  In response, Mahler explains:  

                                                           
10 Ronald Bruce Mayhall, “Tempo Fluctuation in the Romantic Era as Revealed by 
Nineteenth Century Sources and Applied to Selected Choral Compositions” (D.M.A. 
diss., The University of Oklahoma, Norman, 1990), ProQuest 9119179, pg. 161. 
11 Ibid, pg. 188 
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‘Your Beethoven is not my Beethoven,’ he replied resentfully to well-meaning 
friend who had interrogated him on the unusual character of his performances.  
And that, indeed, explains the whole matter.  His Beethoven had nothing in 
common with the polished classic habitually heard in routine-like concerts of the 
day, his relationship to him was born of experience, and fraught with experience 
was his interpretation.12 

 
Analytical Tempo Work 

In my search for similar data-driven research, I came across this study and more 

specifically a table that was analyzing pianist’s performance through a series of arpeggios.  

The timing was measured in average durations and standard deviations in milliseconds as 

described in Figure 2.2.  This chart partially resembles my Standard Deviation Chart in 

Appendix A.  However, my concern with presenting this type of data in this manner is 

ease of visualization and understanding.  By using milliseconds, the smaller numbers 

indicate a faster speed and a higher number indicates a slower speed.  This is 

counterintuitive to what we normally encounter when discussing timings and speed of 

music and one of the clear problems that I have with most of the current research into 

timings and tempo fluctuations.13 

                                                           
12 Ibid, pg. 194. 
13 Brent Yorgason, “Expressive Asynchrony and Meter: A Study of Dispersal, Downbeat 
Space, and Metric Drift” (Ph.D. diss., Indiana University, 2009), ProQuest 3380142, pg. 
366. 
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Figure 2.2 Average tempo duration chart from “Expressive Asynchrony,” pg. 36614 

Comprehensive Hummel Work 

In the International Trumpet Guild Journal Vol. 27, No. 2, there is an article titled 

“In Search of Hummel: Perspectives on the Trumpet Concerto of 1803” by Elisa 

Koehler.  Within this article, Koehler addresses the history, the origin, problems with 

interpretation and compares recordings and published scores.  On page 16, there is a 

chart compiled of 24 performances of the Hummel Trumpet Concerto, many of which are 

included in my study.  In the chart, there is information for Name, Key, Date, Tempos, 

Cadenzas, and Wavy Line marking execution.  Based on my data, the tempo information 

is directly relatable to my work.  And upon comparing my full movement tempo analysis 

                                                           
14 Ibid, pg. 366. 
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with her Mvt. 1 Tempo values, I discovered that my average BPM values were either 

identical or within one BPM of her value.15 

  

                                                           
15 Elisa Koehler, “In Search of Hummel: Perspectives on the Trumpet Concerto of 
1803,” International Trumpet Guild Journal, Vol. 27, No. 2 (January, 2003): 7-17. 
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CHAPTER III 

 GUIDE TO CREATING A TEMPO MAP IN PRO TOOLS 

Using Avid’s Pro Tools to record music has become an industry standard.  Some 

of the greatest movie soundtracks and music albums have been created using this 

software.  In 2017, every nominee for Record of the Year and Album of the Year used 

Pro Tools to create their music.16  Furthermore, at the 90th annual Academy Awards in 

2018, “Every nominee in the Sound Editing, Sound Mixing, and Original Song categories 

used Avid Pro Tools, the industry-standard digital audio workstation.”17  As a proud user 

of Pro Tools, I use the software to not only record my music work professionally but also 

as an analysis tool in the practice room.  One of my most powerful uses of Pro Tools is 

to plot performances of professionals to have a visual representation of their tempos to 

go along with the audio to better understand the phrasing choices of these players.  By 

plotting a tempo map, we can see the analyzed performer’s tempos at every beat in the 

performance.  We can then imitate these tempos with the recording, or we can also 

extract the tempo information to perform with previously created MIDI accompaniment 

tracks to better resemble a live performance.   

Because of the processing and editing power of Pro Tools, this guide only covers 

a small fraction of the capabilities of the software.  All of the techniques presented can be 

                                                           
16 “The GRAMMY® Awards Sees Avid Customers Hit the High Note,” AVID.com, Last 
modified February 13, 2017, https://www.avid.com/press-room/2017/02/the-grammy-
awards-sees-avid-customers-hit-the-high-note. 
17 “Avid Editors Sweep the Oscars at the 90th Annual Academy Awards,” AVID.com, 
Last modified March 5, 2018. https://www.avid.com/press-room/2018/03/avid-editors-
sweep-the-oscars. 
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found in the complete, comprehensive 1,453-page Pro Tools guide found at 

http://resources.avid.com/SupportFiles/PT/Pro_Tools_Reference_Guide_2018.4.pdf 

from the Avid website.18  However, my goal of plotting a performer’s tempo for analysis, 

understanding, and practice capabilities is not directly addressed within this guide.  Most 

of this guide is written for music creation and recording, but by mixing and matching 

techniques and tools that the software offers, the ability to use Pro Tools as an analysis 

and discovery tool becomes a possibility.  Throughout the guide, I will include references 

to the Pro Tools Reference Guide (PTRG) along with page numbers corresponding to 

the topic at hand for further information from the software’s own resources. 

Since Pro Tools now offers a free version, Pro Tools First, many of the 

techniques within this guide can be used by anyone with access to a computer.  There are 

a few tools not available in Pro Tools First, which will be discussed as they arise, but the 

ability to create a tempo map is entirely possible in the free version.  Additionally, even 

though this study demonstrates the technique by analyzing a classical trumpet concerto, 

any genre or instrument could use this guide to achieve the same results.  Now, let us 

begin. 

 

Step 1 (PTRG, pg. 153-185) – Open a new Pro Tools Session or Project.  You can use 

any standard template of your choosing or can simply open a blank session and add the 

Inputs and Outputs (I/O) as you go.  For example, in this guide you will see an Audio 

                                                           
18 Pro Tools Reference Guide, Version 2018.4. April, 2018. Available: 
resources.avid.com/SupportFiles/PT/Pro_Tools_Reference_Guide_2018.4.pdf. 
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Track, a Click Track, and a Master Fader.  Although a Master Fader is not necessary, this 

may be preferable in your workflow. 

 
Figure 3.1 Mix, Edit, and Transport Windows 

Step 2 (PTRG, pg. 187-214) – Check to make sure that the proper windows are showing 

as in Figure 3.1.  The Mix, Edit, and Transport Windows should be visible.  Go to 

[Window  Mix/Edit/Transport] to select any missing windows. 
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Figure 3.2 Import Audio location 

 
Figure 3.3 Import Audio dialog box 

Step 3 (PTRG, pg. 401-422) – Once in the new session or project, go to the import 

option which can be found under [File  Import  Audio].  From here locate a 

useable audio file from your computer and while highlighted click on either Add Files or 
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Convert Files, depending on their sample rate, and then Done.  If the source audio is 

different than the session settings, the program will give you a warning at the bottom of 

Import dialog box stating that the audio, if not converted, will play at the wrong speed.  

By selecting Convert Files and checking the Apply SRC(Sample Rate Conversion) 

box, Pro Tools will convert the audio into an appropriate format.  If converting your 

audio file, the next window that appears will ask for the location destination to save the 

converted audio file.  It is recommended that the default of saving the audio within the 

Pro Tools specific session folder’s “Audio Files” is the most organized way to keep the 

audio with the session. Remember to save frequently by pressing [ctrl + S (command + 

S, Mac)] whenever you can to be safe. 

 
Figure 3.4 Audio Import Options dialog box 
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Figure 3.5 Image of newly imported audio track 

Step 4 (PTRG, pg. 407-409) – Once the audio is processed, a window will appear asking 

for the new audio file’s destination and location.  For purposes of our goal, we will make 

sure “New Track” and “Session Start” is selected and then click OK.  The Audio to be 

analyzed should now appear in a new track as seen in Figure 3.5. 

 
Figure 3.6 Create Click Track location 
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Figure 3.7 Image of newly created Click Track 

Step 5 (PTRG, pg. 502-506) – Next, we need to create our metronome that will follow 

the tempo map that is created.  Go to [Track  Create Click Track].  Once selected, a 

new track will appear labeled “Click” in the Edit Window as seen in Figure 3.7. 

Step 6 – Now, check the settings. Here are the important settings that you will want to 

double-check to make the workflow as easy as possible.  

 
Figure 3.8 Tab to Transient button 

6.1. Tab to Transient (PTRG, pg. 644, 652) – A transient is a high-amplitude, short-

duration sound at the beginning of a waveform.  These are most clearly seen in 

percussion instruments such as a drumset (which is how this feature is most often used in 

Pro Tools).  By pressing the [Tab] key, the cursor will be moved to the next detected 

transient. This can be also be toggled by the keyboard shortcut, [Ctrl + Alt + Tab 

(Command + Option + Tab, Mac)].  
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Figure 3.9 Insertion Follows Playback button 

6.2. Insertion Follows Playback (PTRG, pg. 493) – When enabled, whenever the audio 

is stopped, the start marker is placed at the location where the audio was stopped.  For 

this type of work, it is best to leave the button disabled due to the repetitious playback 

when fine-tuning beat markers. This can also be toggled with the keyboard shortcut, [N]. 

 
Figure 3.10 Tempo Ruler location 
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Figure 3.11 Image of Tempo Ruler and expand arrow 

6.3. Tempo Ruler (PTRG, pg. 841-859) This is the line in which we will see the Beats 

Per Minute (BPM) tempo listed which can be expanded by clicking on the arrow to the 

left of the Tempo ruler as shown in figure 3.11.  Note: If the piece to be analyzed is in 

4/4 meter with no changes, the Meter ruler can be deselected.  From my experience, I 

typically leave Markers, Tempo, and Meter selected and the rest deselected.  Your default 

settings may show more rulers selected than in Figure 3.11.  However, the settings 

presented may provide a cleaner visual workspace in Pro Tools. 

 
Figure 3.12 Conductor Track enable button in Transport Window 

6.4. Conductor Track enabled (PTRG, pg. 198-199) – By enabling the Conductor 

Track, Pro Tools will then read the tempos that are marked in the tempo ruler.  When the 

Conductor Track is disabled, Pro Tools will follow the manual tempo entered.  If your 
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Transport window looks different than Figure 3.12, all of the additional options can be 

toggled under [View  Transport ]. 

 
Figure 3.13 Zoom button location 

Step 7 (PTRG, pg. 607-616) – To best see the audio data to be analyzed, zoom in as 

much as possible to see the transients in the waveform better.  To increase the waveform, 

hover the cursor over the bottom of the audio track until the cursor changes into a 

handle, then drag the handle down as far as desired.  To zoom in/out horizontally, either 

use the + and – signs in the bottom right of the Edit Window or [hold down Alt + 

move the mouse wheel (option + mouse wheel, Mac)]. 

 
Figure 3.14 Identify Beat, Add Bar|Beat Marker dialog box 
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Figure 3.15 Image of measure 1 correctly marked 

Step 8 (PTRG, pg. 867-883, 490) – Mark the first measure manually.  By pressing [Ctrl + 

clicking (command + clicking, Mac)] in the silence prior to the entrance, you can 

then press the [Tab] key to be taken to the first transient.  While at this location, press 

[Ctrl + I (command + I, Mac)] or use [Event  Identify beat….] to open the 

identify beat dialog box as in figure 3.14.  In the dialog box, once you begin to type in a 

location the Bar|Beat Marker will zero out.  So in this instance, all the input that is 

needed is to type [1] in the bar section.  The tempo ruler then shifts as seen in Figure 

3.15 and the rest of the measures adjust accordingly unless a later measure was previously 

identified prior to entering the first measure, then that marker would stay in the marked 

location.  The stronger the first attack, the more accurate the location will be.  To check 

for accuracy of a marked location, place the cursor before the location in question and 

press [shift + spacebar] to play the music at half-speed to clearly determine whether the 

click track lines up with what you hear to be the attack of the first beat. 

 

Step 9 – The following steps are optional but will allow for a more accurate tempo map 

and will be a faster process.  For this step, it is possible to through the selection and place 
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periodic road markers that are clear transients to mark, especially if it is a longer excerpt 

to analyze.  This helps slightly guide Pro Tools to the correct markings and helps to avoid 

false markings and is achieved by using Identify beat…[Ctrl + I, (command + I, 

Mac)] and Tab to Transient [Tab] from the previous steps.  Double check to make 

sure the bars that you are identifying are correct.  Typos and unexpected missing 

measures or cadenzas can cause the measures to be different from the score you may be 

referencing. 

 
Figure 3.16 Beat Detective location 

 
Figure 3.17 Beat Detective 
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Step 10 (PTRG, pg. 721-743) – Now we can begin to use Beat Detective to do most of 

the heavy lifting.19  To open Beat Detective, either press [Ctrl + NumPad 8 (command 

+ NumPad 8, Mac)] or find it under [Event  Beat Detective].  We will be 

concerned primarily with the “Contains:”, “Capture Selection”, “Analysis:”, 

“Resolution”, and “Generate” options in Beat Detective. 

10.1. “Contains:” – In this option, we are telling Beat Detective what types of notes are 

found in the selected excerpt.  As long as you select the smallest value notes found within 

the excerpt and indicate if triplets are present, Beat Detective will give a close reading. 

10.2. “Capture Selection” – Once you have highlighted the area and number of 

measures to be analyzed, it is important to click on this button to tell Beat Detective 

which bars and beats it is identifying.  If not selected, it will incorrectly label the measures 

and throw the tempo map off. 

10.3. “Analysis:” – the dropdown here has Enhanced Resolution, High Emphasis, 

and Low Emphasis as options. Typically, it is best left on Enhanced Resolution, but if 

the data is particularly high frequencies or low frequencies, the other options may prove 

useful.  By pressing Analyze, Beat Detective will create Purple placeholders on your 

waveform to indicate where it has detected bars, beats, or sub-beats depending upon 

the Resolution selected. 

10.4. “Resolution” – In this option, you simply select which level of identification you 

want Beat Detective to find.  The process will typically first go through and find bars and 

                                                           
19 Beat Detective is not available in the free version, Pro Tools First, and the Identify Beat 
method will be the only way to input the tempo markings for those without access to the 
other versions of Pro Tools. 
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then go back over and find beats.  This selection will determine how many purple 

placeholders will appear in your analyzed waveform. 

10.5. “Generate” – Once the bar markers look correct in the waveform, select Generate 

to add tempo markers at every purple line from the waveform analysis.  A dialog box 

entitled Realign Session may popup after selecting Generate.  You will want to retain any 

work you have been doing, so simply select Preserve Sample Position (Don’t Move) to 

continue without any problems. 

After this is complete, it is best to play the excerpt half-speed to double check that the 

locations are indeed correct.  Any corrections can easily be adjusted by looking at the 

expanded tempo ruler bar graph and placing the cursor in between bars to adjust the 

tempos as needed.   

 
Figure 3.18 Image of analyzed selection by Beat Detective 
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Figure 3.19 Image of generated bar markers from Beat Detective 

Step 11 (PTRG, pg. 723-727, 730-732) – At this point go through the Beat Detective 

process to select a number of measures and identify complete bars until the full excerpt 

has been analyzed bar by bar.  It should resemble Figure 3.18.  If changes to the purple 

identified bars are needed, one can either (1) move a marking slightly left or right by 

clicking on a marker in the bottom half of the stereo track and while still holding down 

the mouse, move the marker, (2) delete a marker by holding [Alt] and clicking on the 

bottom half of a purple marker, or (3) create a new marker by simply left-clicking in an 

open area near where a marker should be.  When ready, click Generate and BPMs will 

appear at the markers as in Figure 3.19.  Also, by expanding the tempo ruler we can see 

the bar graph to get a visual representation of the changes in tempo over time as seen in 

Figure 3.20 below.  This is also where it is best to make minor adjustments to tempos 

after generating with Beat Detective. 
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Figure 3.20 Image of expanded Tempo Ruler showing graph-like view of tempo changes 

 
Figure 3.21 Image of completed beat by beat analysis through Beat Detective 
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Step 12 – Once the bar analysis is complete, the tempo map will start to sound accurate, 

but to become even more in sync with the recording, we need to analyze each beat.20  

Repeat the same process as Step 9, but change the Resolution to “Beats” and once 

completed the result will look similar to Figure 3.21. 

 

Step 13 – From this point, the process is more or less complete.  One can visually see the 

tempo changes as they follow along with the recording as well as can practice with the 

tempo map click track either with the recording or with the original audio muted and 

practice with just the metronome. 

 

Step 14 (PTRG, pg. 430-442, 880) – Once you have a completed tempo map from a 

specific performance, you have the option to import that information into another 

session.  For example, with the Hummel Trumpet Concerto, because I had a MIDI 

accompaniment track and the measures of that track and my analysis were the same, I 

was able to import any performer’s tempos into the MIDI accompaniment to practice 

performing at Wynton Marsalis or Alison Balsom tempos.21  In my lecture recital on this 

project, I demonstrated performing with the MIDI accompaniment with no tempo 

                                                           
20 Note: For my project, anytime silence was present such as a half note or whole note, I 
only indicated the physically played beat and left the silent beats as normal because of the 
difficulty in determining the pulse in the mind of the performer at that moment. 
21 Marsalis, Wynton, trumpet, Concerto for Trumpet & Orchestra in E-flat Major, Hob. VIIe:1, 
by Johann Nepomuk Hummel, English Chamber Orchestra, Cond. Raymond Leppard, 
In Wynton Marsalis: The London Concert, Sony Classical SK 57497, CD, Recorded February 
17, 19-23, 1993.; Balsom, Alison, trumpet, Trumpet Concerto in E Flat - I. Allegro Con Spirito, 
by Johann Nepomuk Hummel, Die Deutsche Kammerphilharmonie Bremen. In Haydn 
Hummel Trumpet Concertos, EMI Classics 50999 2 16213 0 7, CD, Recorded Nov. 9-13, 
2008. 
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fluctuation and then with a performer’s imported tempos.  The difference between the 

two was very noticeable.  It is an attempt to add artificial life into a MIDI track and can 

add a more performance type feel to one’s practice sessions.  By going to [File  

Import  Session Data] you will see a dialog box such as in Figure 3.21 below.  By 

copying my settings, you should be able to import the tempos from a tempo map into 

another project or MIDI track.  The most important selection and likely the only data 

that you would want to import is labeled by the red arrow to be sure that Tempo/Meter 

Map is selected.  And as long as the MIDI accompaniment track has correctly labeled 

measures and your tempo map analysis matches those numbers, the import should be 

instant and you can start practicing with a performer’s tempos. 

 
Figure 3.22 Import Session Data dialog box with Tempo/Meter Map option indicated 
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CHAPTER IV 

CORPUS 

In order to select an appropriate piece for this project, I decided upon a few select 

criteria.  I was curious as to the musical decisions made by the performer without the 

influence of the score.  Next, I wanted to look at a large number of commercial 

recordings.  By having a wide variety of versions to look at, I would be able to infer solely 

based on my data analysis what common practice for performing the excerpts would 

resemble.  Having narrowed the musical selection down to the Haydn, Arutunian, 

Hummel, and Tomasi Trumpet Concertos, I then further narrowed the playing field 

down to the Hummel and Haydn. This was due to the infrequence of musical direction 

printed in the score when compared to the rest of the field.  Less printed musical 

directions will allow more opportunities for an artist to make their own decisions and 

provide the study with more personal musical choices as it relates to each artist. As you 

will see in the following chapters, there are numerous spots within my excerpts that 

feature similar musical decisions.  These similarities can inform a performer as to 

important locations in which to use tempo modulation to enhance performance. 

While the Haydn and Hummel share many characteristics, I selected the Hummel 

for two reasons.  First, the Hummel is traditionally performed without cadenzas.  

Through my analysis, this proved to be true minus a few examples such as Andre, 

Ghitalla, and Berinbaum.22  By not performing cadenzas, the measure analysis would line 

                                                           
22 Maurice, André (trumpet), Trumpet Concerto in E flat, by Johann Nepomuk Hummel, 
Berliner Philharmoniker, Cond. Herbert von Karajan, In Trumpet Concertos Hummel L. 
Mozart Telemann Vivaldi, EMI Classics 50999 6 78343 2 7, CD, recorded May 28-29, 1974.; 
Armando Ghitalla, (trumpet), Concerto in E for Trumpet and Orchestra - 1. Allegro con spirit, by 
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up more cleanly and the musical product would be mostly identical allowing for easier 

comparisons between two performers.  Secondly, having prepared this piece for an 

international competition, I have a deep understanding and have already listened to a 

number of versions of this work prior to starting this project.  Furthermore, by listening 

to multiple recordings, I inherently gravitated towards certain recordings during my 

preparation for the competition.  In hindsight, it is interesting to look at which recordings 

I preferred such as Helseth and Hardenberger and compare that to the data I collected 

from my research to determine the factors that influenced my decisions.23 

The corpus for this project is derived from a list I obtained and created across a 

variety of sources.  Ultimately, I was able to gain access to and analyze 37 different 

commercial recordings of the Hummel Trumpet Concerto.  First, I owned several recordings 

and through listening on Google Play Music, I had discovered about 15 or so recordings 

during my preparation for the 2016 Ellsworth Smith International Trumpet Solo 

Competition.  Since that time, I became aware from social media that a few professionals 

had released new recordings of the Hummel and added those to my collection.  I then 

discovered a Norwegian trumpet player’s webpage entitled “O.J.’s Trumpet Page” that 

                                                           
Johann Nepomuk Hummel, Boston Chamber Ensemble, Cond. Pierre Monteux, In 
Trumpet Emeritus, Crystal Records CD760, CD, recorded December 1963 – January 1964.; 
Martin Berinbaum (trumpet), Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra in Eb, S. 49: Allegro con 
spirito, by Johann Nepomuk Hummel, English Chamber Orchestra, Cond. Johannes 
Somary, In Martin Berinbaum plays Trumpet Concertos by Albinoni Haydn Hummel Torelli, 
Vanguard Classics SVC-136, CD, recorded 1972. 
23 Tine Thing Helseth (trumpet). Trumpet Concerto in E Flat, by Johann Nepomuk Hummel, 
Norwegian Chamber Orchestra, Cond. Terje Tønnesen, In Haydn, Hummel - Concertos: Tine 
Thing Helseth, Simax Classics PSC 1292, CD, recorded 2007.; Hardenberger, Håkan 
Hardenberger (trumpet), Trumpet Concerto in E: 1. Allegro con spirito, by Johann Nepomuk 
Hummel, Academy of St. Martin-In-The-Fields, Cond. Sir Neville Marriner, In Haydn 
Hummel Hertel Stamitz Trumpet Concertos, Philips Digital Classics 420 203-2, CD, recorded 
October, 1986.  
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had a fairly comprehensive listing of 52 Hummel recordings.24  Upon further 

examination, there appeared to be some incorrect labels and double-listings that I needed 

to confirm, but overall, was a good resource to begin my personal list.  From here, I made 

additions from scanning popular forums such as Trumpet Herald and Trumpet Master, 

discography sites such as discog.com and allmusic.com.25  Then, I took to my library to 

see if we owned any copies as well as WorldCat to see about Interlibrary loan (ILL) 

possibilities.26  Finally, I created searches on Spotify, YouTube, and Apple Music/iTunes 

to find purchasable music to finish out my list.27  My final tally was approximately 55 

recordings, but as I began double checking the results, I discovered some duplicates and 

incorrectly titled Haydn recordings.  Furthermore, many of the ILL possibilities I found 

were either LPs and/or local-circulation only or were over 4000 miles away and not 

circulating.  Aside from those set backs I was able to find 37 commercial recordings of 

the Hummel that could be analyzed and began my work. 

Table 4.1 List of Performers with year of release or recording

Alison Balsom 2008 
Andre Bernard 1979 
Armando Ghitalla 1963 
Bernard Soustrot 1987 
Bibi Black 1990 
Carole Dawn Reinhart 1976 
Charles Schlueter 2002 
Eric Aubier 1997 
Gabor Tarkovi 2009 

                                                           
24 O.J.’s Trumpet Page, “Recordings of the Johann Nepomuk Hummel Trumpet 
Concerto,” www.ojtrumpet.net/hummel/recordings. 
25 Trumpet Herald, www.trumpetherald.com.; Trumpet Master, 
www.trumpetmaster.com.; Discogs, www.discogs.com.; AllMusic, www.allmusic.com. 
26 OCLC WorldCat, www.worldcat.org. 
27 Spotify, www.spotify.com.; YouTube, www.youtube.com.; iTunes (version 12.7.4.76), 
Windows, Apple, 2018. 

Gabriele Cassone 2003 
George Vosburgh 1997 
Gerard Schwarz 1979 
Hakan Hardenberger 1986 
Hans Gansch 2007 
Jens Lindemann 2017 
John Holt 2007 
John Wallace 1986 
John Wilbraham 1971 
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Ketil Christensen 2012 
Ludwig Guttler 1986 
Manu Mellaerts 1994 
Martin Berinbaum 1972 
Matthias Hofs 2013 
Maurice Andre 1974 
Maurice Andre 1981 
Maurice Murphy 1989 
Niklas Eklund 1999 
Reinhold Friedrich 1992 

Rolf Quinque 1990 
Sergei Nakariakov 1993 
Timofei Dokshizer 1979 
Tine Thing Helseth 2007 
Urban Agnas 2001 
Wolfgang Basch 1983 
Wynton Marsalis 1982 
Wynton Marsalis 1993 
Vladimir Goncharov 2008 

 
My process for analysis has evolved just as my project intention has evolved.  The 

final decision was to analyze two separate phrases from the first movement of the 

Hummel Trumpet Concerto for each of the 37 performers.  My selections were Excerpt A 

from mm. 66-84 and excerpt B from mm. 175-205.  Upon further examination of the 

selected excerpts, one will notice that they both feature the triplet motif as well as 

thematic material.  However, there is a key change and a few more technical differences 

as well.  For analysis purposes, I wanted a balance of similar and different material to 

compare the two excerpts and yet still have a wide variety of data to get a clear picture of 

the performer’s playing style.  And as you will see in chapter VI, analyzing these two 

excerpts will be proven to be a meaningful representation of the entire work as related to 

tempo fluctuation. 

For purposes of this project and paper, I have also included three complete 

analyses of the first movement of the Hummel as well.  Based off the analysis from 

Excerpt A and B, I selected the least varied, the most varied, and my personal favorite to 

be the solos from which I completed a full movement analysis.  By doing so, I got a more 

complete picture of how a performer traverses through the entire movement and can 

determine the effectiveness of analyzing just two excerpts versus a full movement. 
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My initial goal of this project was to compare amateur versus professional performers 

and notate the differences that were present in their performances.  This presented 

several challenges.  The arbitrary designation of who is a professional versus who is an 

amateur was difficult to determine.  Likewise, saying that performing in a specific manner 

was more correct than another presented a clear problem.  There was 14-year-old 

prodigies that arguably were more accurately described as professionals than those 30 

years their senior.  And furthermore, most of the so-called amateur recordings that I was 

able to access were live, piano-only versions, creating yet even more variability in my 

comparison.  In the same moment that I started to try and decrease the variability 

between my comparisons, I realized that this would be a great opportunity to supply 

others with the tools to analyze performances microscopically with the ultimate goal of 

understanding other’s performances.  So, by removing all those difficulties, I was able to 

settle on analyzing only commercial recordings that were released for purchase or 

download.  In doing so, the quality control was greatly increased, and the performances 

were more what the artist had intended.  Also, while I did my best to showcase what the 

performer was executing, I would be remiss to not address the outside factors that could 

affect one’s performance.  In each of these performances there is an orchestra.  In most, 

if not all of these cases, a conductor was utilized in the recording session.  Being a 

trumpet player, I understand the difficulties that can arise during a performance and the 

unintended sounds that can emanate from one’s bell.  It is very likely that the orchestra 

and/or conductor could have altered the performer’s pure intended tempo, or that an 

unclear attack made it difficult for me to plot the note’s location resulting in a less 

accurate location marking for the note.  In all instances, I did my very best to balance the 

line between what was played and what is sounded like the intent of the performer.  For 
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this reason, I do not claim any of this data presented to be without fault or error.  They 

simply are as accurate as I could plot given all the variables and circumstances and 

hopefully provide some examples for others to imitate or ‘try-on’ someone else’s tempos.  
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CHAPTER V 

EXCEL DATA ENTRY 

Table 5.1 Partial preview of Tempo Data Excel sheet 

 

This section will provide an in-depth description of my process to create the 

Excel document to analyze tempo data from Pro Tools.  This is to aid the reader in 

recreating the process, should one wish to analyze data on their own.  For conclusions 

and interpretations of the data provided, please see chapter VI. 

After creating the 37 tempo maps, exporting the data for analysis and 

observations was the now necessary.  Seeing the large amounts of data to be entered, I 

quickly determined Excel to be the best method to analyze and manage my data sets.  

While Excel is not the only software that could have been used for my project, I would 

recommend using spreadsheet software similar to Excel, such as Google Sheets, that can 

manage formulas and perform auto-fill functions to make the process faster.  By entering 

every beat as demonstrated in chapter III, I was presented with a given tempo for every 

beat within the selected region.  Currently, there is no way to quickly export tempo values 

from Pro Tools into Excel.  For that reason, the only way to input my tempo values was 

through manual entry.  While this process may be tedious, many discoveries can be made 

with this focused look at the data while it is being manually entered.  All of the entered 
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tempo values were rounded to the nearest whole number, though pro tools can provide 

accuracy down to the 10,000th decimal.  The reason for this is primarily because of margin 

of error.  Because of the difficulty in discerning the difference between one single BPM 

when working with average BPMs of 130 BPM and the likelihood that not all of my input 

locations are 100% accurate, the decision was made that rounding to the nearest whole 

number would be the most efficient and cleanest way to present and analyze the data.  

The only instance where this could be problematic is when one beat is for example 

134.49xxx and the next is 134.52xx.  This extremely small difference would cause it to be 

typed out 134 and 135, respectively, though they are essentially the same number.  To 

stay consistent, I obeyed traditional rounding rules in my tempo values and rounded up 

for values 0.5 or greater and down for any value less than 0.5.  Once the data for a 

specific excerpt is entered then a number of different mathematical functions can be 

performed.  For purposes of this project, I first calculated the difference between each 

beat and displayed the result in the adjacent cell.  This shows me whether or not this beat 

was pushed, pulled, or kept the same and by how much.  Then, I calculated the average 

tempo throughout the entire excerpt, which discovers which performers performed at the 

fastest and slowest tempos and is necessary to later calculate the standard deviation.   

The sample standard deviation was calculated for each performer for each 

excerpt.  This calculation tells me the measure of spread, or rather, which performers 

were the most varied in their tempo choices.  An average value was taken between several 

different parameters such as average standard deviation for performer, average standard 

deviation for each excerpt across all performers, average BPM for each beat for each 

excerpt, and the average change by beat for each excerpt. 
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Having all these values now allows for me to use conditional formatting to 

showcase the changes and trends within the data collected.  An example of this is found 

in Table 5.1.  In order to present an easy to visualize picture of change over time within 

the Excel excerpt tempo values, I created a conditional formatting rule that states that 

within the adjacent Excel column containing performer’s tempos, a three-color scheme is 

utilized in which the 50th percentile value is white or no color, the highest value is the 

darkest green and the lowest value is the darkest red.  Therefore, as the tempos fluctuate 

the eye can quickly see the direction and to what degree of the change.  In addition, I 

included arrows which read the same values as the conditional formatting to indicate 

whether the tempo increased, decreased, or stayed the same.  This primarily serves the 

purpose of creating a clearer picture of change for the viewer.  The formula for the 

arrows was slightly different, any value of 0 is a line, any value > 0 is a green up arrow 

and any value < 0 is a red down arrow.  For all other values, averages, release years, and 

standard deviations, I used a top 10 and bottom 10 color coding system.  For example, 

within the sample standard deviation of excerpt ‘A’, the top 10 values are green to 

indicate the most varied performers and the bottom 10 values are red to indicate the least 

varied performers as partially seen in Table 5.2.   
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Table 5.2 Partial preview of Standard Deviation and Mean BPM Excel sheet 

 

A brief note about standard deviation.  For this project, it is useful to see which 

performers fluctuated their tempo the most and which did the least when compared to 

their mean BPM average for the whole excerpt.  Assumptions can then be inferred such 

as which artists were the most adventurous in their performance, which artists may have 

played it safe, and for my two repeat performance artists, was there any significant change 

in the eight to ten-year difference between recording dates.  For the excerpts, I calculated 

the sample standard deviation.  A sample standard deviation is calculated when dealing 

with an incomplete data set.  In my case, by only examining two phrases out of a 

complete movement, I was dealing with only a sample of the full movement that I was 

studying.  Therefore, it is necessary to use Bessel’s correction to adjust the divisor and 

give the best estimate.28  For the three complete performances, I calculated the 

                                                           
28 Bessel’s correction is an adjustment used to reduce bias when calculating the variance 
and standard deviation in a sample. Specifically, it is the use of n − 1 instead of n in the 
denominator of the computational formulas used to compute these values, where n is the 
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population standard deviation.  Which means that the complete data set that I was 

interested in, the first movement of the Hummel, is included in my calculation and no 

longer needs the sample standard deviation adjustment for an incomplete data set.   

The final calculation that I was interested in was a similarity and difference value.  

In order to determine which performances were the closest to one another, I calculated 

the difference in BPM between each artist, took the absolute value of that result so that I 

was then measuring distance from a perfect match and then added those values for each 

beat of both excerpts.  The higher the value, the more dissimilar the tempos, the smaller 

the value, the more similar the tempos.  This led to a few interesting discoveries which 

will be discussed in the Observations chapter. Table 5.3 shows an extrapolated 

comparison graph from which I could quickly compare two artists from excerpt A. 

Table 5.3 Partial preview of Beat-by-Beat Tempo Differences, Excerpt A Excel sheet 

 

After using the absolute value to calculate distance from a perfect match, I derived 

the idea to utilize a similar technique back in my tempo data from Table 5.1.  If I created 

an absolute value of my average beat-by-beat bpm difference, I would know how far 

away the average difference of 37 performers were from a zero BPM fluctuation.  Then, I 

                                                           
number of observations in the sample. Meaning that because of the unknown variables 
(i.e. the rest of the movement) the correction allows for a broader estimate.  The value 
will be less precise, but will retain its accuracy. Source: https://dictionary.apa.org/bessels-
correction. 
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could rank every beat according to their value and determine which beats saw the most 

fluctuation. Furthermore, creating a top-10 conditional formatting would allow me to 

discover the most fluctuated musical figures across all performers which I could then 

reference with my Hummel score to search for patterns in the data to determine the most 

likely locations to be more free with the tempo. 

Lastly, when working with my Tempo Data Chart, an interesting way to view this 

material is by playing the recording and tapping along in Excel to view and feel the tempo 

changes.  It does take an adjustment period to line up the key presses with the recording 

because there can be a slight latency issue, but once mastered, it is possible to feel in the 

body the time changes as they correspond to the colors on the screen and the lengthened 

or shortened key presses depending on the fluctuation.  Also, this technique can help feel 

the significant tempo changes that feel almost ‘out of time’ which are marked by a dark 

red shading in the Tempo Data Chart.  During my lecture on this topic, I demonstrated 

this technique for each excerpt that I played to the audience.  It is best performed with a 

mouse with a scroll wheel and a keyboard.  This way, one can scroll ahead of the active 

cell while still clicking each beat on the keyboard allowing viewers to look ahead and see 

the upcoming tempo changes.  
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CHAPTER VI 

OBSERVATIONS 

Based on the data, I was able to observe numerous patterns and other items that 

help to better understand performer’s interpretations of the Hummel Trumpet Concerto.  

Each of the tables and charts from the previous chapter were selected for a reason and 

have enabled me to draw several hypotheses and assumptions based on the data set.  For 

reference, I have included excerpt A and B as Example 6.1 and 6.2 respectively. 

 
Example 6.1 Hummel Trumpet Concerto, Excerpt A, mm. 66-84 

 
Example 6.2 Hummel Trumpet Concerto, Excerpt B, mm. 175-204 
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First, I would like to discuss the topic of musical perception as it relates to tempo.  

In an experiment performed by Anders Friberg and Johan Sundberg, they arrived at the 

conclusion that the Just Noticeable Time Displacement (JND) or the value at which 

different tempos could be discerned, was 10ms for tones 240ms or less and about 5% for 

tones longer than 240ms.  So, for purposes of my study, it can be inferred that values can 

be deemed significant if they are above a 4.1-5% change.  On average, this would mean 

that any change of more than 5.36 BPM can be seen to be a noticeable change to even an 

uninformed listener.29  I would argue, however, that by providing a visual representation 

with even the minute fluctuations labeled and color-coded, this value could be lower due 

to the heightened awareness provided by the data.  Therefore, when looking at the 

Tempo Data Chart, one can have a measurement value to use as a barometer to 

determine whether a tempo change is likely to be noticed. Even if the tempo change is 

not perceivable, however, the feel of a performance can be impacted by these slight 

alterations and the need to make every change perceptible is not necessary. 

My first calculation to find was the mean BPM for each performer on each 

excerpt to determine the fastest and slowest tempos among the researched group.  With 

an overall average BPM of 130.8 for excerpt A and 130.5 for excerpt B, we can infer that 

Excerpt A and Excerpt B can be heard to sound at the same tempo according to the 

JND.  While there are subtle differences between the A and B chart in Table 6.1 and 6.2, 

4 of the 5 performers remained in the top 5 in the fastest categories.  Prior to the creation 

                                                           
29 Anders Friberg and Johan Sundberg, “Perception of just noticeable time displacement 
of a tone presented in a metrical sequence at different tempos,” Kungliga Tekniska 
Högskolan, Speech Transmission Laboratory, eds., Quarterly progress and status report 
Stockholm: Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Speech Communication, Speech Transmission 
Laboratory (1993): 49-55. 
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of these charts, I would not have placed Andre 74 and 8130 as the two slowest tempos of 

the 37 performers.  In the words of Philip Smith, principal trumpet of the New York 

Philharmonic from 1988-2014, “Mr. Andre was without question one of the finest 

trumpet soloists of all time.  He was a groundbreaker for the role of the trumpet as a solo 

instrument.”31  Seeing a legendary soloist hold the two slowest spots causes one to 

rethink the importance of playing an excerpt at a fast speed.  In the Fast category, I was 

not surprised to see John Wallace in the 2nd position in both charts.  Hearing the great 

liberties he took with his added ornamentation at approximately 3:00 in the third 

movement of the Hummel Trumpet Concerto, one quickly realizes the virtuosic and 

impressive characteristics that define his interpretation of the Hummel.32  

                                                           
30 André, Hummel, 1974.; Maurice André, Concerto en Mi bémol pour trompette et orchestre: 
Allegro con spirito, by Johann Nepomuk Hummel, Ensemble Orchestral de Paris, Cond. 
Jean-Pierre Wallez, In Hummel Concerto Pour Trompette, Erato ECD 88007, CD, Recorded 
December, 1981. 
31“Philip Smith, Trumpet,” https://nyphil.org/about-us/artists/philip-smith.; Philip 
Smith. “A Tribute to the Extraordinary Life and Career of Maurice André (1933-2012).” 
comp. Gary Mortenson. International Trumpet Guild Journal.  Vol. 36, No. 4. (June, 2012): 
pg. 13. 
32 John Wallace (trumpet), Trumpet Concerto in E: 1. Allegro con spirito, by Johann Nepomuk 
Hummel, The Philharmonia, Cond. Christopher Warren-Green, In Haydn's Trumpet 
Concerto and other Classical Concerti, Nimbus Records 7016, CD, Recorded June 23-25, 1986. 
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The highest and lowest Average BPM  

Table 6.1 Top 5 Fastest Average Performances, Excerpt A 

 
Table 6.2 Top 5 Fastest Average Performances, Excerpt B 

 
Table 6.3 Top 5 Slowest Average Performances, Excerpt A 

 
Table 6.4 Top 5 Slowest Average Performances, Excerpt B 

 
In order to best capture the amount of fluctuation that each performer was using 

in each excerpt, I calculated the standard deviation to measure the amount of spread for 

each performer.  A lower standard deviation indicates that the tempos taken by the 

performer will be clustered around the mean or average tempo.  A higher standard 
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deviation indicates that the tempos are dispersed over a wider range of values.33  A 

complete chart with every performer’s Mean BPM and Standard Deviation for each 

excerpt can be found in Appendix A.  My color coding in the standard deviation columns 

indicate the top 10 values in green and the bottom 10 values in red.   

In looking at my four Top 5 Most and Least Varied Tables below in Table 6.5-

6.8, there are three performers appearing in more than one table, Helseth, Marsalis ‘93, 

and Wallace.  Tine Thing Helseth goes from the fourth most varied in excerpt A to the 

least varied performer on excerpt B, whereas Wynton Marsalis ‘93 is the third least varied 

in excerpt A and switches to the fourth most varied performer in excerpt B.  John 

Wallace, however, is the third most varied in excerpt A and becomes the most varied 

performer in excerpt B.  Based on this data and my knowledge of standard deviations and 

mean BPM, Wallace should sound very fast and exciting throughout and Helseth and 

Marsalis should present a balance of control and excitement to take the listeners on a 

musical journey.34  Performers who exhibited this type of variety of playing styles were 

often my favorite versions due to the amount of interest within these performances.  

These charts were also how I determined which performers I would analyze for the 

complete movement Tempo Data Chart.  One of my goals with the complete movement 

analysis was to compare the data I obtained in the excerpt and see how close the values 

would be to the complete movement.  Choosing a performer from each spectrum, High 

Variance, Low Variance, and Medium Variance, would present a ranking order, that if 

maintained, could give more authenticity to the data from the excerpts.  Ultimately, by 

                                                           
33 Jeremy Jones, “Standard Deviation - Explained and Visualized,” YouTube video, 3:42, 
April 5, 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MRqtXL2WX2M. 
34 Helseth, Hummel, 2007.; Marsalis, Hummel, 1993.; Wallace, Hummel, 1986. 
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combining the information from the Mean BPM and the Standard Deviation Charts, one 

can get a close estimate as to the similarities between two performers. 

The Most and Least Varied Performance 

Table 6.5 Top 5 Most Varied Performances, Excerpt A 

 
Table 6.6 Top 5 Most Varied Performances, Excerpt B 

 
Table 6.7 Top 5 Least Varied Performances, Excerpt A 

 
Table 6.8 Top 5 Least Varied Performances, Excerpt B 
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Head to Head Performance Comparisons  

One of my later computational ideas involved trying to determine which 

performers were the closest to one another and which were the farthest from one 

another.  Within my Tempo Data Chart in Excel, one can use the Freeze Panes option 

to view a side by side image of any two performers.  After clearly seeing some 

combinations of players that were similar, I looked for a way to calculate this 

phenomenon.  By taking the beat-by-beat analysis between two performers and 

calculating the difference between them at each beat and then taking the absolute value of 

that number, I would be given a value in BPM that shows the distance between the two 

performers.   My only fear in this data was that because I was measuring the distance 

from one another, those with the closest BPM would return the lowest difference values.  

Fortunately, that does not appear to always be the case.  For example, Ghitalla and Bibi 

Black have a Mean BPM in excerpt B of 130.1709402 and 130.1880342, respectively.35  A 

difference of a mere 18 hundredths.  However, even with an extremely close Mean BPM, 

the difference value of 663 was not close enough to be in the Top 11 Most Similar Chart 

in Table 6.10.  Upon further investigation, the rank of their difference was actually 165.  

This was proof that similar BPM was not the sole factor.  In the top ranking similar pairs, 

the Mean BPM and Standard Deviations are close in values, but it is the combination of 

those two attributes and whether or not their phrasing and timing decisions were similar 

as well.  That combination is how you will find the closest performers.  Lastly, due to the 

significantly low Mean BPM of Maurice Andre’s performances, one will notice that his 

                                                           
35 Ghitalla, Hummel, 1963.; Bibi Black (trumpet), Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra in E Flat - 
Allegro Con Spirito, by Johann Nepomuk Hummel, The Philharmonia Orchestra, Cond. 
Claudio Scimone, Trumpet Concertos by Haydn, Hummel and Handel, Bibi Black Music 
634479272684, CD, recorded 1990. 
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name is present in every example of the Most Different Charts.36  The Most Different 

Chart appears to be mostly just a combination of the top 5 from the Slowest Mean BPM 

and the Fastest Mean BPM.  For this reason, I propose that the effectiveness of the Most 

Different Chart is not as useful as the Most Similar Chart.  Based on the limited data, it 

appears that the Most Similar Chart can show not only the closeness of Mean BPM and 

Standard Deviation but can also indicate a similarity in tempo fluctuation decisions. 

Table 6.9 Most Similar, Excerpt A, Beat-by-Beat difference 

 
Table 6.10 Most Similar, Excerpt B, Beat-by-Beat difference 

 
Table 6.11 Most Different, Excerpt A, Beat-by-Beat difference 

 
                                                           
36 André, Hummel, 1974.; André, Hummel, 1981.  
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Table 6.12 Most Different, Excerpt B, Beat-by-Beat difference

 
Average Tempo Change by Beat  

One of the more useful calculations proved to be the Average Tempo Change by 

Beat.  By calculating every performer’s beat difference value, the most common beats that 

feature the widest fluctuations in tempo appeared.  My first assumption was that these 

highest values would be the most musically appropriate and common practice items 

expressed in performances of the Hummel.  By looking at the Top 10 Tempo 

Fluctuations in Table 6.14 and Table 6.15 for each excerpt, there are a number of 

expected patterns that the data reveals.  

One specific from Thurmond’s Note Grouping that relates very closely to this 

section is the inclusion of analysis of professional artist’s performances to show their use 

of note grouping.  Analysis six from this volume is of Armando Ghitalla performing the 

opening phrase of the Hummel Trumpet Concerto, or as I have labeled, excerpt A.37  

Though Thurmond’s explanation is primarily focused on the successful note grouping 

execution and not tempo, the tempo data from this project confirms the observations 

made by Thurmond.  He states on page 120, “At [4] listen for the quarter-note grouping” 

and accompanies the section with an image showing the correct note groupings for this 

                                                           
37 Thurmond, Note Grouping, 120. 
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phrase as I have reproduced in Example 6.3.  By referring to the Tempo Data chart in 

Table 6.13 at the same location, mm. 69-71, one will see a clear pattern of emphasizing 

beats 2 and 4 in m. 70 by speeding up slightly in a stress and release example of grouping 

two notes. 

 
Example 6.3 Image from Note Grouping, pg. 120 of Armando Ghitalla’s note grouping 

Table 6.13 Tempo Data Excel sheet for excerpt from Note Grouping, pg. 120 

 

 To continue, I found a study from Caroline Palmer entitled “Timing in Skilled 

Music Performance” that achieved similar results. Based on a previous study found by 

Palmer, she says: 

Clarke (1985) assessed relative durations in piano performance, finding that notes 
in strong metrical positions tended to be lengthened, and notes in weak metrical 
positions tended to be shortened.38 
 
If the data of this project is to assume the above statement to also be correct for 

trumpet soloists performing the Hummel, then higher averages of red cells (slower 

                                                           
38 Eric F. Clarke, “Structure and expression in rhythmic performance,” P. Howell, I. 
Cross, & R. West, Eds.: Musical structure and cognition. London: Academic Press, (1985): 
209-236..; Caroline Palmer, “Timing in Skilled Music Performance” (Ph.D. diss., Cornell 
University, Ann Arbor, 1988), ProQuest 8900909, pg. 15. 
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tempos and lengthened notes) should be found in metrically strong positions such as 1 

and 3 as well as a higher average of green cells (faster tempos and shortened notes) in the 

metrically weak positions of 2 and 4.  As observed in Table 6.14 and Table 6.15, this 

statement is accurate.  The primary exception in the data appears to be a frequent 

occurrence of lengthened beat 4.  Upon further reading of Caroline Palmer’s dissertation, 

this concern is addressed: 

Perceptual evidence was obtained by Friberg, Sundberg, and Fryden (1987), who 
demonstrated that listeners preferred performances with phrase-final lengthening 
(lengthening of the last note duration) at appropriate locations (cadences) more 
than performances without rubato, or with rubato at inappropriate locations.39 
 
Therefore, if the beat 4 was located near the end of a cadence, then the data of 

this research would confirm Palmer’s observations. 

 The final observation from Table 6.14 that I will point out is the frequency of 

measure 79 in Excerpt A.  The appearance of accidentals in music appears to be a 

moment where many performers add emphasis.  With half step motion occurring on 

beats 1 and 2, the act of over emphasizing the musical expression by lengthening beat 1 

and shortening beat 2 brings out the harmonic complexity created by the accidentals.  

Also, when taking a large overview look at the Tempo Data sheet from my Excel file, 

there is only one instance of five consecutive tempo changes in the same direction and 

only a few examples of four consecutive tempo changes in the same direction.  This 

proves the majority of the performers are adhering to the concept of rubato, i.e. they 

                                                           
39 Ibid, pg. 18-19; Anders Friberg, Johan Sundberg, and L. Fryden, “How to terminate a 
phrase: An analysis-by-synthesis experiment on a perceptual aspect of music 
performance,” A. Gabrielsson Ed., Action and perception in rhvthm and music, Stockholm: 
Royal Swedish Academy of Music (1987): 49-57. 
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frequently rob from the tempo in one direction only to reverse the tempo shift in an 

equally opposite motion to maintain balance just as indicated by Matthay.40 

Table 6.14 Top 10 Tempo Fluctuations, Average, Excerpt A 

 
Table 6.15 Top 10 Tempo Fluctuations, Average, Excerpt B 

 

Comparison between full movements and excerpts 

After the completion of analyzing the full first movement for Helseth, Wallace, 

and Berinbaum, I was able to answer a few questions regarding accuracy of the excerpts 

when compared to the full movement.41  Here is the comparison of the Mean BPM and 

Standard Deviation between the excerpt and the complete analysis.  Remember that I 

calculated the sample standard deviation for the excerpt and the population standard 

                                                           
40 Matthay, Musical Interpretation, pg. 63. 
41 Helseth, Hummel, 2007.; Wallace, Hummel, 1986.; Berinbaum, Hummel, 1972. 
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deviation for the complete movement.  When taking the averages of excerpts A and B for 

each performer, I found that the complete first movement Mean BPM and Standard 

Deviation values were all within 1 of their respective excerpt value.  Therefore, in this 

instance, analyzing the two excerpts provided a meaningful representation of the work as 

a whole.   

During the Pro Tools Tempo Map phase of the complete first movement, I 

noticed a recurring pattern of accelerated tempos on the ascending eighth note triplet 

figures.  An ascending triplet pattern appears in mm. 66, 100, 134, 135, 136, 210, 241, 

245.  Of these measures, only one features a decrease in tempo, m. 210.  This is 

significant in that it is also the beginning of the recapitulation. 

Within my corpus I was able to include two performers that recorded two 

versions of the Hummel Concerto, Andre 74 and 81, and Marsalis 82 and 93.42  The 

distance between recordings for each artist was eight years for Maurice Andre and eleven 

years for Wynton Marsalis.  Maurice Andre was age 41 and 49 during his Hummel 

recordings whereas Wynton Marsalis was age 22 and 33 during his Hummel recordings.  

By looking at their respective data of Standard Deviation and Mean BPM, one can see 

that Maurice Andre appears to maintain the general proportions over time and Wynton 

Marsalis appears to have adapted his performance.  Reasons for the change could be that 

his age change from 22 to 33 allowed him to mature as a musician.  A closer look at the 

1982 performance when he was 22 shows variation in the middle group and a tempo that 

                                                           
42 Marsalis, Hummel, 1993.; Wynton Marsalis (trumpet), Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra in 
E flat, by Johann Nepomuk Hummel, National Philharmonic Orchestra, Cond. Raymond 
Leppard, In Haydn, Hummel, L. Mozart: Trumpet Concertos, CBS Masterworks CK 37846, 
CD, recorded December 15-17, 1982. 
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stays very consistent throughout.  This appears to be a playing it safe reaction, though 

this paper is not an attempt to provide a critical commentary about the performances. 

There are a seemingly infinite number of possibilities to look at and compare 

within this data set.  The observations presented within this chapter are some of the 

clearest patterns and discoveries to appear from my analysis.  It is quite comforting to 

find concrete data of the musical expression concepts I have read about for many years.  

The longer I spend with the data, the more patterns start to appear, but as a start, 

calculating the Mean BPM and Standard Deviation for a performer is a useful way to see 

at a quick glance how the performance compares to others of the same work. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS 

In conclusion, the purpose of this project is to provide a new method by which to 

visualize a performer’s timing and pacing using Pro Tools.  Once visualized, it may 

become easier to hear the subtle changes in the music being analyzed.  One can then 

imitate these nuances by listening and playing along with an analyzed recording.  This is a 

very valuable way to begin learning musical phrasing and to “try on” different musical 

styles.  Using the process as outlined in this document gives a more detailed and focused 

picture of nuance within a given performance.  By this point, one can see the many 

different analytical options available to better understand a performer’s phrasing.  Though 

your personal use of this guide may not include analyzing 37 performances of the same 

piece, looking at just one, two, or three different examples will help in the creation and 

development of unique interpretations based on the knowledge and preferences gained 

from the process. 

My encouragement to new users is to embrace this technique and use it as both 

an analysis and practice tool.  In the same vein as performing a harmonic analysis of the 

score, performing a tempo analysis of the artist’s recording provides information that can 

used in a number of ways such as those described in Chapter VI – OBSERVATIONS.  

By studying the performer as opposed to the score, one will be looking at the aspects that 

make that artist unique and special.  Further study can reveal one’s personal preferences 

as well as a potential understanding on what causes certain recordings to be more 

successful than others.  This leads into the opportunities for further research in this area 

in which the tools are refined and developed. 
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Next Steps 

Because this type of analysis method is new and had been previously associated 

with the creation of click tracks for popular music performances, I will discuss a few 

potential areas for further research deriving from my work and time spent on this project.   

Emerging now, the use of pre-programmed tempo shifts is becoming more and 

more popular in areas such as marching band.  During a recent job interview, I was 

discussing my research project with the head band director of a high school and he 

informed me that he would program subtle tempo changes into notation software and 

use that on the field when learning a marching show so that the music would have some 

life and the tempos would become engrained.  This way, the constant and consistent 

changes are learned to become automatic and executed without having to think about the 

change.  And having analyzed and performed with all 37 Hummel performers’ two 

excerpts, I completely agree that adding minor tempo fluctuations can bring a more life-

like and exciting performance.  Beyond that, each variation contains a specific character 

that when playing, can be felt.  It was these character qualities that first interested me in 

pursuing this project.  If I could gain a glimpse into what makes my favorite recordings 

special through Pro Tools, then maybe my performances could have those same levels of 

excitement and interest. 

Since my analysis only covered one fast movement of a classical era work, there 

are many other scenarios which should be analyzed by the same method.  Modern music 

and music from other eras would be a great place to start.  Understanding the playing 

characteristics of a slow movement or the amount of rubato in an unaccompanied solo 

would all be useful information.  Also, the study of orchestral excerpts would be a 

wonderful application for this procedure.  The brevity of an average excerpt in addition 
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to the breadth of recordings available allow for a similar study to be created in a similar 

manner as I have presented in this paper.  The ability to understand where the extreme 

tempo ranges exist as well as where the common tempo fluctuations are performed can 

inform a musician in such a way to enable the performer to play with a more refined style 

and an appropriateness that communicates experience. 

I have primarily focused on the dynamic of soloist and accompaniment, but this 

analysis method could just as easily be applied to chamber and ensemble works.  With the 

soloist it was easy to defer to the soloist’s voice and sound, so that may present some 

difficulties if there are any unclear entrances within an ensemble.  However, it is entirely 

possible to create a Tempo Map to better understand the musical timings and phrasings 

of an ensemble. 

Lastly, creating a tempo map of one’s own personal practice can provide instant 

feedback on numerous levels.  This type of analysis will show the player whether the 

intended tempo is coming across to the listener.  Furthermore, the results can begin to 

inform the user about personal tendencies in performance.  For example, one may 

routinely slow down at a page change due to the distance the eyes must travel, but be 

unaware of this type of occurrence due to the distraction of the change.  This type of 

tempo change is potentially not the desire of the performer, but rather an undesirable 

result of an untreated symptom.  The use of tempo maps in personal practice can ensure 

a performer that their music is being performed as desired and planned. 

Final Thoughts 

As one can see, there are numerous ways in which using Pro Tools and advanced 

tempo analysis can improve performance.  The goal with this project is to provide more 

options for musicians to better understand and execute music at the level they desire.  My 
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contribution to the musical community is simply an outgrowth of the techniques that I 

have observed and been taught from teachers and performers from all around the globe.  

The adaptation of using Pro Tools is certainly not new or unique to me, but hopefully the 

way in which I presented my analysis and data will serve all musicians who read this 

document to be open to new practice and analytical techniques to improve their 

performance.  I am confident that new types of research using technology will become 

more and more popular and many different variations of this technique are likely to 

develop.  The future of music is bright and a combination of new and old knowledge is 

critical to the authentic and genuine performances that are so loved and revered today.  

As one of my teachers famously would state, “There is always room for another great 

Trumpet Player.”  With this in mind, I challenge all readers to keep the motivation to 

continue to put in the time to practice and perfect your craft to create beautiful, 

impactful, and emotional performances that will shape the next generation. 
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APPENDIX A 

STANDARD DEVIATION AND STANDARD MEAN 
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APPENDIX B 

PREVIEW OF TEMPO DATA FOR EXCERPT A* 

 

 

*For complete Tempo Data Chart visit: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/gwmltmg0wu4k2fh/Marc%20Lynn%20Sutton%20Humm

el%20Tempo%20Analysis.xlsx?dl=0 
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